Editorial
Ensemble prediction and data assimilation for operational hydrology Ensemble methodologies are fast gaining popularity and acceptance as a new paradigm for operational hydrologic forecasting and risk-based water resources management. This trend reflects the recognition that there will always be significant uncertainties in hydrologic predictions due to limited predictability in atmospheric forcings, errors in model structures, initial condition, parameters and states, and unknown/unknowable human control of the hydrologic cycle (Krzysztofowicz, 1999; Seo et al., 2006; Liu and Gupta, 2007; Todini, 2008; Weerts et al., 2011; DeChant and Moradkhani, 2011; Madadgar et al., 2014) , that quantification of source-specific uncertainty affords cost-effective improvement of the forecast system and process (Demargne et al. 2014; Verkade et al., 2013; Moradkhani et al., 2012) , and that ensemble approaches allow objective utilization of multiple sources of data and models that are very often complementary (Georgakakos et al. 2004; Parrish et al., 2012) .
In uncertainty modeling of complex hydrologic processes and water management practices, real-world applications of ensemble techniques present a number of significant scientific challenges (Hartman, 2007) : modeling and integration of uncertainties associated with data, model, and human control, producing ensemble forcings for short to long ranges from multiple sources that are dynamically and statistically consistent across a wide range of space-time scales, providing uncertainty and verification information in a form and context that is easily understandable and useful to the users, reducing uncertainty in both meteorological and hydrologic models, and improving uncertainty modeling and observations of rare and extreme events such as floods and droughts. The above list illustrates that, to advance hydrologic ensemble prediction in operational hydrology, advances are necessary in many elements in the ensemble forecast system.
A salient bottleneck in operationalization of hydrologic ensemble prediction is data assimilation (DA). In operational forecasting, the observed forcings and model states are routinely adjusted, often in a manual fashion, to keep the model simulation in line with observed streamflow. Such a practice, however, is not viable in ensemble forecasting as it is impractical, if not infeasible, to adjust high-order moments manually. While the development and application of modern DA techniques in hydrology (Kitanidis and Bras, 1978) predates popularization of DA in oceanography and weather forecasting, automatic DA in operational hydrology remains a large challenge due to multiscale nature of the hydrologic processes and under-determinedness of most hydrologic systems. In reality, the basic assumptions that the standard DA techniques require are seldom met (Liu et al., 2012) . To operationalize automatic DA in ensemble forecasting, advances in DA science are necessary which may include new, less restrictive approaches.
Both the science of hydrologic ensemble prediction and its community are fast growing. Given the ever-increasing computing power and communication capabilities, and availability of data, it seems obvious that ensemble approaches will propagate to all practices of forecasting and managing water. Toward that end, advances are necessary in many elements of ensemble prediction, of which effective, efficient and robust methodologies for DA are a prime example. Through close interactions among the research, operational and user communities, new ideas and innovations are constantly put to the test in hydrologic ensemble prediction and DA. The purpose of this special issue is to share in a timely manner the latest advances, lessons learned, experiences gained, and science issues and challenges in the context of advancing operational hydrology and water resources management. The topics covered are as follows where the relevant contributions are identified in parentheses:
Improving hydrologic forecasting and water resources management by assimilating observations of streamflow, soil moisture, The overarching aim of the articles published in this special issue is to engage a diverse audience and stimulate further discussions on advancing hydrologic ensemble prediction and DA, including on those important topics that are not extensively covered in the current issue, such as the forecasting of extreme hydrologic events (floods and droughts), and the practical and beneficial use of satellite-based observations in operational streamflow forecasting. We are hopeful that the Special Issue will benefit the interested readers including the stakeholders, and spur and accelerate advances in the relevant areas.
